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Abstract

In this paper, we use a ‘local to global’ scanning process based on a construction of Segal
to unify and generalize interesting results throughout the literature relating multi-configuration
spaces to mapping spaces.

1. Introduction and statement of results

There are interesting results throughout the literature relating multi-configuration spaces to mapping
spaces (cf. [3, 11, 13, 14, 21, 22, 27, 28]). In this paper, we use a ‘local to global’ scanning process
based on a construction of Segal to unify and generalize these results.

First of all by a configuration on a space X we mean a collection of unordered points on X
(they can be distinct or not). A multi-configuration will then mean a tuple of configurations with
(possibly) certain relations between them. Of course, more rigorous definitions are to follow.

It has been known by classical work of G. Segal [27], that the space of configurations of distinct
points in Euclidean space is equivalent in homology to an iterated loop space on a sphere. Later
work of D. McDuff extended this result to an arbitrary smooth compact manifold (with boundary)
where she showed that the space of configurations of distinct points there is equivalent in homology
to a space of sections of an appropriate bundle. A little later, F. Cohen and C.F. Bodigheimer proved
a similar result for spaces of configurations of distinct points with labels (see [3]).

Both Segal and McDuff extended their ideas to spaces made out of pairs of configurations. While
Segal worked with divisor spaces made out of pairs of configurations having no points in common
on a punctured Riemann surface [28], McDuff dealt with what she coined the space of positive and
negative particles on a general smooth manifold. Both were able to identify these spaces with some
function spaces.

This paper extends and generalizes the work of Segal and McDuff in many directions. It also sets
a context in which these types of results can be viewed and interpreted by relating them to more
classical aspects of algebraic topology, as well as to some recent problems in Gauge theory and in
the theory of holomorphic mapping spaces.

A starting point for us has been to address the following question: which (multi-) configuration
spaces can be used to model mapping spaces (and vice-versa). Such considerations have led us to
introduce a general class of spaces, the particle spaces. Our basic definition is as follows. A particle
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space is a multi-configuration space with a partial monoid structure (see Section 2). These particle
spaces are derived from functors which take values in a class of partial monoids.

Given a manifold M , the most basic example of a particle space on M is the infinite
symmetric product SP∞(M) = �SPn(M) (and this is an abelian monoid). Here SPn(M) =
Map({1, . . . , n}, M) is the set of all maps of {1, . . . , n} into M (or equivalently unordered n points
on M). Another standard particle space is the (traditional) configuration space C∞(M) ⊂ SP∞(M)

consisting of unordered distinct points of M (or embeddings of finite sets into M). We agree on
the following notation: an element ζ in SPn(M) can be written both as a formal sum

∑
ni xi , xi ∈

M, ni ∈ N and
∑

ni = n, or as an unordered tuple 〈x1, . . . , xn〉.
Here are further examples of functors and spaces we study in this paper.

• Symmetric product spaces with ‘bounded multiplicity’. Given M as above and an integer d � 1,
we define

SP∞
d (M) =

{∑
ni xi ∈ SP∞(M) | ni � d

}
.

Of course SP∞
1 = C∞ is the configuration space of distinct points.

• Par∞(M) = {(ζ1, . . . , ζk) ∈ SP∞(M)k | ζi ∩ ζ j = ∅, i �= j}. A related space will be the set of
k-tuples of configurations j of which are distinct, j � k.

• Par∞(M) = ∏n SP∞(M)/�(SP∞(M)), where � is the submonoid generated by diagonal
elements.

• Truncated symmetric products and these refer to TP∞
p (M) = SP∞(M)/px ∼ ∗ (here we are

identifying px with basepoint ∗ ∈ M).

• Spaces of positive and negative particles of McDuff and these refer to Par∞(M) = C±(M) =
C(M) × C(M)/ ∼, where ∼ is the identification

(ζ1, η1) ∼R (ζ2, η2) ⇔ ζ1 − η1 = ζ2 − η2.

• The divisor spaces of Segal studied in connection with the space of holomorphic maps of
Riemann surfaces into projective spaces (see [3] and [7]). They are defined as

Divn(M) = {(ζ1, . . . , ζn) ∈ SP∞(M)n | ζ1 ∩ ζ2 ∩ · · · ∩ ζn = ∅}.

As is standard, one can define relative particle spaces whereby the functor Par∞ can be applied to
a pair of spaces. If N ⊂ M , then Par∞(M, N ) consists (roughly) of all those multiconfigurations in
Par∞(M − N ) which get identified as they approach N . By restricting to neighbourhoods of points
in M (that is, by scanning) we can construct maps (at least for the case of parallelizable manifolds
M)

S : Par∞(M) −→ Map(M, Par∞(Sn, ∗)),
where ∗ ∈ Sn can be chosen to be the north pole.

Note that for a given space M , Par∞(M) is a disconnected partial monoid (with components
not very comparable). It turns out that by ‘group completing’ with respect to this partial monoid
structure, one obtains a space Par(M) which is better behaved (and all of whose components are
homeomorphic). The functor Par (which we construct in Section 3.3) is the last ingredient we need
and we are now in a position to state the main result of this paper.
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MAIN THEOREM 1.1 Let M be an n-dimensional, smooth, compact (possibly with boundary) and
connected manifold. Then there is a fibre bundle

Par∞(Sn, ∗) −→ EPar∞ −→ M (1.2)

with a (zero) section. Choose N to be a closed AN R in M and assume that either N �= ∅ or
∂ M �= ∅. Then there is a homology equivalence (induced by scanning)

S∗ : H∗(Par(M − N );Z)
∼=−−→ H∗(Sec(M, N ∪ ∂ M, Par∞(Sn, ∗));Z),

where Sec(M, A, Par∞(Sn, ∗)) is the space of sections of 1.2 trivial over A.

The above theorem has several variants described throughout this paper. An immediate question
is to decide when the homology equivalence of Theorem 1.1 can be upgraded to a homotopy
equivalence.

THEOREM 1.3 Let N , M be as in 1.1 and suppose that π1(Par(Rn)) is abelian; then scanning is a
homotopy equivalence

Par(M − N )
�−−→ Sec(M, N ∪ ∂ M, Par∞(Sn, ∗)).

Corollaries and examples

• When M is parallelizable, the bundle of configurations 1.2 trivializes and sections turn into maps
into the fibre. One therefore has the equivalence

H∗(Par(M − N );Z)
∼=−−→ H∗(Map(M, N , Par∞(Sn, ∗));Z),

where Map(M, N , Par∞(Sn, ∗)) is the space of maps of M into Par∞(Sn, ∗) sending N to the
canonical basepoint in Par∞(Sn, ∗). When N = ∗, we write Map∗(M, Par∞(Sn, ∗)) for the
corresponding (based) mapping space.

• (Segal [27]) Let Mg be a genus-g Riemann surface. Then Div2(Mg − ∗) � Map∗(M, P ∨ P)

where P = K (Z, 2) is the infinite complex projective space and where Map∗
c is any component

of the subspace of based maps (see 7.4).

• C±(Rn) � �n(Sn × Sn/�), where � is the diagonal copy of Sn in Sn × Sn [21].

• Let C be the configuration functor associated to C∞. Then [28]

H∗(C(Rn);Z)
∼=−−→ H∗(�n Sn;Z). (1.4)

This result can be generalized as follows. Let C (k)(Rn) ⊂ ∏k C(Rn) consist of the subspace of
pairwise disjoint configurations. Then we prove

H∗(C (k)(Rn);Z)
∼=−−→ H∗(�n(Sn ∨ · · · ∨ Sn︸ ︷︷ ︸

k

);Z).

Another way of extending Segal’s result is to consider bounded multiplicity symmetric products
SP∞

d (M), d � 1. In Section 7 we prove
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PROPOSITION 1.5 Scanning S is a homotopy equivalence

SPd(Rn)
�−−→ �nSPd(Sn)

whenever d > 1, and a homology equivalence when d = 1.

REMARK. The proposition stated above has been obtained independently by M. Guest,
A. Kozlowski and K. Yamaguchi [12]. A labelled analog of 1.5 is given in [16] and yields a direct
generalization of the May–Milgram model for iterated loop spaces. As is made explicit in Section 7,
1.5 is valid for a larger class of open manifolds or manifolds with boundary.

One main interest in Theorem 1.1 is the way it relates to and generalizes many of the classical
dualities on manifolds. The following unifying ‘space-form’ version of the Alexander, Lefshetz and
Poincaré dualities is obtained after a detailed analysis of the bundle 1.2 for the case Par∞ = SP∞.

THEOREM 1.6 Let M be n-dimensional, smooth and compact, and let N be an AN R in M. Suppose
that M is orientable. Then scanning induces a homotopy equivalence

S : SP∞(M − N , ∗) �−−→ Mapc(M, N ∪ ∂ M, SP∞(Sn, ∗)),
where Mapc is any component of the space of maps.

COROLLARY 1.7 (Alexander–Lefshetz–Poincaré). Let M and N be as above, then

H̃∗(M − N ;Z) ∼= Hn−∗(M, N ∪ ∂ M, Z).

REMARK. The equivalence in 1.6 has been obtained by P. Gajer [11] based on different ideas.
This work finds its origins in an attempt to construct configuration space models for spaces of

holomorphic maps on Riemann surfaces Mg . In the past decade and as a result of the increasing
‘rapprochement’ between mathematics and physics, there has been a flurry of activity towards
understanding the topology of spaces Hol∗(Mg, X) of (basepoint preserving) holomorphic functions
into various algebraic varieties. It turns out that the particle spaces provide good models for certain
spaces of holomorphic maps and we use this in Section 7 to recover the following theorem of
Guest [14].

COROLLARY 1.8 (Guest). Let X be a projective toric variety (non-singular). The natural inclusions
iD : HolD(S2, V ) −→ �2

DV (where D are multidegrees parametrizing the compoments) induce a
homotopy equivalence when D goes to ∞; that is,

lim
D→∞ HolD(S2, V )

�−−→ �2
0V,

where �2
0V is any component of �2V .

Finally, it is not hard to see that the ideas presented above apply equally well (but in a different
context) to obtaining space level descriptions of Spanier–Whitehead duality for any generalized
homology theory (cf. Section 15).

THEOREM 1.10 Let E be a connected � spectrum and define the functor FE (−) = �∞(E∧−) on
the category of finite CW -complexes. Then for all X ∈ CW , there is a homotopy equivalence

S : F(X)
�−−→ Map∗(D(X, k), F(Sk)),

where D(X, k) = Sk − X is the Spanier–Whitehead dual of X ↪→ Sk.
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COROLLARY 1.11 (Spanier–Whitehead duality). Let h be any homology theory and suppose that
A, B ∈ Sk, A and B are n dual. Then there is an isomorphism

hi (B) ∼= hn−1−i (A).

Similar results as in 1.10 can be traced back to J. Moore [25] (see also [9]).

2. Particle functors and particle spaces

In this section, we define the Par∞ spaces associated to a path connected space M . The main
ingredient we use is the infinite symmetric product SP∞(M) = �SPn(M) (see Section 1). This is
an abelian topological monoid and we denote its pairing by +. We write the product

∏k SP∞(M) =
SP∞(M)k = SP∞(

∨k M) interchangeably. Elements of SP∞(M)k or its quotients (see below) will
be referred to as multiconfigurations.

DEFINITIONS 2.1

•The support of ζ ∈ SP∞(M) is the set of points making up ζ . The support of a
multiconfiguration  ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζk) ∈ SP∞(M)k is the union of the supports of the ζi . We
say that  ζ lies in A ⊂ M if the support of  ζ is in A.

•Given A ⊂ SP∞(M)k and  ζ ∈ SP∞(M)k then  ζ ∩ A is the subtuple of  ζ made out of the points
of  ζ that are in A.

•A subset S ⊂ ∏
SP∞(M) is a partial submonoid if every time two multiconfigurations  ζ and

 η in S have disjoint supports, then their sum  ζ +  η is in S. One can define morphisms between
submonoids to be any map that preserves + whenever it is defined. In particular a morphism
takes disjoint supports to disjoint supports.

•A quotient partial monoid of S ↪→ SP∞(M)k is a partial monoid Q, a map q : S −→ Q and
for each A, B ⊂ X , A ! B = ∅, we have a commutative diagram.

A × B
+−−−−→ Sq×q

q

q(A) × q(B)
+−−−−→ Q.

In words, the pairing downstairs is defined whenever the pairing upstairs is defined.

DEFINITION 2.2 Let C be the category of spaces and injective maps, and let S be the category of
abelian partial monoids. A (covariant) functor Par∞ : C −→ S is a particle functor if

•Par∞(X) is a submonoid or a quotient of a submonoid of SP∞(
∨k X) for some k;

•∀A, B ⊂ X ∈ C, A ∩ B = ∅, the partial pairing + gives an identification

Par∞(A ! B) = Par∞(A) + Par∞(B).

REMARK 2.3 The second property is instrumental in constructing ‘restriction’ maps in Section 3.
There should be a general framework where the definition above fits. It suffices to point out that
both properties above are needed in the definition. For example the functor F such that F(M) ⊂
SP∞(M)3 is the partial monoid consisting of triples (ζ1, ζ2, ζ3) with deg(ζ1) = deg(ζ2) + deg(ζ3)

satisfies the first condition in 2.2 but not the second (that is, F(A) + F(B) ⊂ F(A ! B) is proper).
This is not a particle functor in our sense.
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Notation. We write an element  ζ ∈ Par∞(M) as a tuple (ζ1, . . . , ζn) which could either be in
SP∞(M)k or could represent q−1(ζ ), q : SP∞(M)k −→ Par∞(M).

2.1. Construction of particle spaces

Let S be a topological (partial) monoid and A ⊂ S any subspace. Then by S//A we mean the
identification space

S//A = S/a + x ∼ x, a ∈ A and whenever a + x is defined.

LEMMA 2.5 The product of two particle spaces is a particle space, and the quotient of two particle
spaces is again a particle space.

Proof. If Par∞1 (M) and Par∞2 (M) are two particle spaces with Par∞2 (M) ⊂ Par∞1 (M), one can
verify

Par∞1 (A ! B)//Par∞2 (A ! B) = [Par∞1 (A) + Par∞1 (B)]//[Par∞2 (A) + Par∞2 (B)]
= Par∞1 (A)//Par∞2 (A) + Par∞1 (B)//Par∞2 (B).

The second claim follows.

Consider for each M ∈ C a map of monoids fM : SP∞(M)m −→ SP∞(M)n, m, n positive
integers. We assume that the maps fM , M ∈ C are compatible with inclusions N ⊂ M ; that is there
are commutative diagrams

SP∞(N )m fN−−−−→ SP∞(N )n⊂
⊂

SP∞(M)m fM−−−−→ SP∞(M)n .

DEFINITION 2.6 Given a subset ∅ �= A ⊂ SP∞(M)n we denote by (A) ∈ SP∞(M) the submonoid

(A) = {a + x, a ∈ A, x ∈ SP∞(M)n}.

The following is easy to verify.

PROPOSITION 2.7 Let fM be defined as above for M ∈ C. Then all of the functors

(i) F(M) = Im( fM ),

(ii) F(M) = SP∞(M)n − (Im( fM )),

(iii) F(M) = SP∞(M)n//Im fM and

(iv) F(M) = SP∞(M)n//SP∞(M)n − (Im fM )

are particle functors.

EXAMPLE 2.8
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•Consider the diagonal map

M
�−−→ M × M

+−−→ SP2(M)

and extend it multiplicatively to a map fM : SP∞(M) → SP∞(M). It is easy to see that the
complement of (IM fM ) is C∞(M).

•Take the quotient C∞(M)2 ⊂ SP∞(M)2 by �C∞(M), where � is the diagonal � :
C∞(M) −→ C∞(M) × C∞(M). Then this quotient corresponds to McDuff’s C±(M)-space.

•Consider the map
M × M −→ SP∞(M)×3, (a, b) %→ (a, b, a + b)

and extend it additively to a map fM : SP∞(M)×2 → SP∞(M)×3. Then Im fM corresponds to
triples of configurations (ζ1, ζ2, ζ3) such that ζ3 = ζ1 + ζ2.

•Spaces of pairwise disjoint configurations; DDivn (already defined in the introduction) can be
described along the lines formulated above. Assume for example that n = 3, then DDiv3(M) is
the complement in SP∞(M)3 of (Im fM ), where fM is given by

fM : SP∞(M)3 −→ SP∞(M)3, (ζ, η, ψ) %→ (ζ + η, ζ + ψ, η + ψ).

2.2. Some topological properties

Naturally Par∞(M) inherits its topology from
∏

SP∞(M) and the topology on SP∞(X) is the weak
topology relative to the subspaces SPr (X), r � 1; that is a set U ⊂ SP∞(X) is closed if and only if
U ∩ SPr (X) is closed for all k.

LEMMA 2.9 Let Par∞ be a particle functor and let M be a manifold of dimension n � 1 such that
Par∞(M) �= ∅. Then Par∞(A) �= ∅ for all open A ⊂ M.

Proof. Let (ζ1, . . . , ζk) ∈ Par∞(M). Then S = {ζ1 ∪ · · · ∪ ζk} is a finite set of points and so there
is always an injection of τ : S → A. Since Par∞ is a functor from C to S, it follows that there is an
induced injection sending {(ζ1, . . . , ζk)} ∈ Par∞(S) into Par∞(A) and the lemma follows.

Recall that Par∞ is a self-functor of the category C of spaces and injections as morphisms.
In particular, Par∞ takes inclusions to inclusions. Using the isotopy properties of Par∞(−) the
following is not hard to establish.

LEMMA 2.10 Let M be compact with boundary and denote by M int its interior. Then we have a
homeomorphism Par∞(M) ∼= Par∞(M int).

DEFINITION 2.11 We let Cn ⊂ C consist of the subcategory of n-dimensional (n � 1), smooth,
connected and compact manifolds.

From the functorial properties of Par∞, it is clear that any injective homotopy ht : U −→ M ;
that is, a homotopy through injective maps, induces a homotopy of particle spaces; Par∞(ht ) :
Par∞(U ) −→ Par∞(M). Given any two points p and q ∈ int(M), M connected, any smooth path
between them gives rise to an isotopy from p to q (that is, a smooth homotopy through embeddings).
This isotopy can be extended to an ambiant isotopy (that is, to an isotopy of M). Generally one can
show the following [18].
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LEMMA 2.12 On a manifold M ∈ Cn, there is an ambiant isotopy taking any finite set of interior
points to any other set of interior points with the same cardinality.

COROLLARY 2.13 Let N ∈ Cn be a connected space and assume that Par∞(N ) ⊂ SP∞(N )k . Then
Par∞(N ) has Z

+ × · · · ×Z
+ components obtained as the intersection of Par∞(N ) with SPn1(N )×

· · · × SPnk (N ) for all tuples of positive integers (n1, . . . , nk).

Notation. In the case when Par∞(M) ⊂ SP∞(M)k for some k, we index the components as follows:

Par∞m1,...,mk
(M) = Par∞(M) ∩ SPm1(M) × · · · × SPmk (M) ⊂

k∏
SP∞(M), mi > 0.

In the general case where Par∞(M) is any particle space given as a quotient q : S → Par∞(M),
S ⊂ SP∞(M)k , then we define

Par∞m1,...,mk
(M) = q(Par∞1m1,...,mk

(M)).

We will see in 5.14 below that the multidegrees (m1, . . . , mk) parametrize maps from Hn(M;Z)

into Hn(Par∞(Sn, ∗);Z).

LEMMA 2.14 Let M ∈ Cn, and let N ⊂ M be an absolute neighbourhood retract. Then
Par∞(M, N ) is connected.

Proof. For N as above, there is an open U ⊂ M containing N and retracting to it via a retraction
r . We assume this retraction is injective on N − U (think of a collar). Given a multiconfiguration
{ζ1 ∪ · · · ∪ ζk} in Par∞(M, N ) (see the note preceding 2.7), we let its support be the set of points
making up the ζi . If this support lies in U , then the retraction r takes {ζ1 ∪ · · · ∪ ζk} to N and hence
to basepoint in Par∞(M, N ). Generally if  ζ = {ζ1 ∪ · · · ∪ ζk} has support in M − N , then there
always is an isotopy taking  ζ to an element  ζ ′ in U (by Lemma 2.12). Composing this with r gives
at the end a path connecting {ζ1 ∪ · · · ∪ ζk} to basepoint and the lemma follows.

EXAMPLE 2.15 Choose a basepoint ∗ ∈ M ∈ Cn which is an interior point. Then Par∞(M, ∗) is
connected. We show in Section 5 that if M is n-connected then so is Par∞(M, ∗).
3. Particle spaces and cofibrations

3.1. Restrictions and relative constructions

Fix a particle functor Par∞ and let M ∈ C and ∗ ∈ N ⊂ M closed. Naturally SP∞(N ) is a
submonoid of SP∞(M) and we define SP∞(M, N ) as the quotient monoid SP∞(M)//SP∞(N )

(see Section 2.1). When N = ∗, one can check that SP∞(M, ∗) is same as taking the direct limit of
the inclusions SPn(M) ↪→ SPn+1(M) given by adjoining basepoint

∑
ni xi %→∼ ni xi + ∗.

Suppose Par∞(M) ⊂ SP∞(M)k and define

Par∞(M, N ) = {ζ ∈ SP∞(M, N )k | ζ ∩ (M − N ) ∈ Par∞(M − N )}.
If Par∞(−) is obtained as the quotient of a partial monoid functor F(M) ⊂ SP∞(M)k , then
Par∞(M, N ) is obtained as a pushout construction

F(M) −−−−→ F(M, N ) 
Par∞(M) −−−−→ Par∞(M, N ).
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In words, ζ ∈ Par∞(M, N ) if ζ ∩ (M − N ) ∈ Par∞(M − N ) with the additional constraint that as
points of ζ tend to N they get identified with basepoint.

REMARK 3.1 Notice that Par∞(M, N ) has a canonical basepoint ζ = 〈∗, ∗, . . . 〉. Observe as well
that Par∞(M, N ) � Par∞(M/N , ∗).
LEMMA 3.2 Let M ∈ Cn, N ⊂ M. Then we have a quotient map π : Par∞(M) −→ Par∞(M, N ).
If N has boundary ∂ N, we get a restriction

r : Par∞(M) −→ Par∞(N , ∂ N ). (3.3)

Proof. We simply need mention that r is a special case of π as applied to the quotient M →
M/(M − N ) and one can check that Par∞(M, M − N ) = Par∞(N , ∂ N ).

REMARK 3.4 We can give an explicit description of π as follows. Let  ζ ∈ Par∞(M). Then since
Par∞(M) = Par∞(N ) + Par∞(M − N ), we can write  ζ =  ζN +  ζM−N , where  ζN ∈ Par∞(N ) and
 ζM−N ∈ Par∞(M − N ). The correspondence

 ζ %→  ζM−N

is not continuous. However when post-composed with the quotient map

Par∞(M − N ) −→ Par∞((M − N ), ∂(M − N )) ∼= Par∞(M, N ) = Par∞(M, N )

it becomes so, hence yielding 3.2 (here we use the fact that Par∞(M − N ) is homeomorphic to
Par∞(M − N )). On the other hand, the correspondence  ζ =  ζN yields the restriction map r :
Par∞(M) −→ Par∞(N , ∂ N ).

3.2. Behaviour with respect to cofibrations

From now on we restrict attention to the subcategory Cn , and hence Par∞ : Cn → C. Associated to
any pair (M, N ) ∈ Cn , (N ⊂ M is of codimension 0), we have the cofibration sequence

N ↪→ M → M/N .

Using the covariance of Par∞ with respect to inclusions and using the restriction map constructed
early in this section, we can apply Par∞ to the above sequence and get

Par∞(N ) −→ Par∞(M) −→ Par∞(M, N ).

More generally, we can start with the cofibration sequence

(N , N ∩ M0) −→ (M, M0) −→ (M, N ∪ M0).

Adapting the arguments in [3, p. 78] the following can be shown.

PROPOSITION 3.5 Consider the cofibration sequence (N , N ∩ M0) −→ (M, M0) −→ (M, N ∪
M0) with N ⊂ M ∈ Cn, M0 ⊂ M. Suppose that M0 ∩ N �= ∅; then

Par∞(N , N ∩ M0) −→ Par∞(M, M0)
π−−→ Par∞(M, N ∪ M0)

is a quasifibration.
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Sketch of proof. The submanifold N ⊂ M being proper and compact, it has non-empty boundary
∂ N which we can assume without loss of generality to be connected. The boundary ∂ N has a
tubular neighbourhood U∂ ⊂ M that when restricted to either N or M − N looks like a collar. Let
U = N ∪ U∂ , then there is an isotopy retraction of rt : U −→ N which leaves M − U and N
invariant [18, Chapter 3]. Consider at this point the subspaces

Xk1,...,kn = { η ∈ Par∞(M, N ∪ M0) |  η ∩ (M − N ∪ M0) ∈ Par∞i1,...,in
(M − N ∪ M0), i j � k j }

(here n is determined by Par) and consider the open sets in Par∞(M, N ∪ M0)

Uk1,...,kn = {(ζ1, . . . , ζr ) ∈ X  k | (ζ1, . . . , ζr ) contains a non-empty subtuple in Par∞(U )}.
Write X  k = Xk1,...,kn and similarly U k = Uk1,...,kn . By construction, we have the following
inclusions:

X
< k :=

⋃
i

Xk1,...,ki−1,...,kn ⊂ U k ⊂ X  k .

It is easy to see that over X  k − X
< k the map π : Par∞(M, M0) → Par∞(M, M0 ∪ N ) is a product.

On the other hand, the isotopy retraction rt moves ∂ N away from itself; r1(N ) ⊂ N , and squeezes
the collar U∂ into N . This is done through a homotopy that is injective on M − U∂ and so induces
a retraction rt : U k −→ X

< k . At t = 1, r1(U ) ⊂ N and we have a lifting to the fibre

r̃1 : Par∞(N , N ∩ M0)
∼=−−→ π−1( x) −→ π−1(r1( x))

∼=−−→ Par∞(N , N ∩ M0). (3.6)

The lifting r̃1 is referred to as the attaching map and is given by addition in Par∞(N , N ∩ M0) of
those subtuples in U − N that got shoved inside N by rt . Since M0 ∩ N �= ∅, we can isotope
these subtuples in Par∞(N ) to a subtuple in M0 ∩ N and hence to basepoint in Par∞(N , M0 ∩ N ).
This produces a homotopy inverse for r̃1 and the proposition follows from a criterion of Dold and
Thom [3].

REMARK 3.7 When N ∩ M0 is empty, then Par∞(N ) does generally split into components. In this
case, the attaching map r̃1 switches components and it has no homotopy inverse. We deal with this
case in the next section.

REMARK 3.8 The proposition is also not true if N is not of codimension 0 in M . For example, let
Par∞ = C∞ be the functor of disjoint unordered points (see the Introduction). We show in 7.1 that
C∞(Dn, ∂ Dn) � Sn . Suppose in this case that M = Dn , N = {(x1, . . . , xn−1, 0)} ⊂ Dn is an nth
face and let M0 = ∂ Dn − N . If 3.5 were to apply in this case, then we get a quasifibring,

C∞(Dn−1, ∂ Dn−1) −→ C∞(Dn, M0) −→ C∞(Dn, ∂ Dn).

But since C∞(Dn, M0) is contractible, we would have proved that Sn−1 is weakly homotopy
equivalent to �Sn which is obviously false.

PROPOSITION 3.9 Let M be any n − 1 connected finite CW complex (n > 1). Then Par∞(M, ∗) is
also n − 1 connected.

Proof. The proof is a standard induction on cells of M . First since M is n − 1 connected, it has a
CW decomposition with cells starting in dimension n attaching to a basepoint ∗. Let M (i) denote
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the i th skeleton of M (here of course i � n). The inclusion of M (i) into the next skeleton gives a
cofibration sequence

M (i) −→ M (i+1) −→
∨

Si+1

which yields by 3.5 a quasifibration

Par∞(M (i), ∗) −→ Par∞(M (i+1), ∗) −→
∏

Par∞(Si+1, ∗), i � n. (3.10)

Suppose that Par∞(Sn, ∗) is n − 1 connected, then Par∞(M (n), ∗) = ∏
Par∞(Sn, ∗) is also n − 1

connected and the long exact sequence in homotopy attached to 3.10 shows that Par∞(M (n+1), ∗)
is n − 1 connected as well. Proceeding inductively, we can establish the claim as soon as we show
that Par∞(Sn, ∗) is n − 1 connected. This is done in 5.2.

3.3. Stabilization

As always, let M be compact (connected) and A ⊂ M a closed non-empty ANR (typically A = ∂ M
for example). We can ‘stabilize’ Par∞(M) as follows. Let U be a tubular neighbourhood of A
which we assume to retract to A via a retraction r which is injective outside of U . Let Ui∈Z+ be a
nested sequence Ui+1 ⊂ Ui ⊂ U . The Ui − Ui+1 being open, Par∞(Ui − Ui+1) �= ∅ according
to Lemma 2.9, and so we can choose  ηi ∈ Par∞(Ui − Ui+1). We choose  ηi to be ‘minimal’ in the
sense that no smaller subtuple of it lies in Par∞(Ui − Ui+1). Now notice that we have an inclusion
given by summing with  ζi in the partial monoid structure on Par∞(M − Ui+1):

Par∞(M − Ui )
+ ζi−−−→ Par∞(M − Ui+1).

We can now make a definition.

DEFINITION 3.11 For M , A and U as above, we define

Par(M) = lim
 ζi

(
Par∞(M − Ui )

+ ζi−−−→ Par∞(M − Ui+1)

)
.

REMARK 3.12 It should be clear that Par(M) does not depend (up to homeomorphism) on the
choice (up to isotopy) of the stabilizing sequence  ηi or of the nested sequence {Ui }. Further, Par(M)

has homeomorphic components.

REMARK 3.13 We can define Par(M, N ) for pairs (M, N ) by taking suitable direct limits over
Par∞(M − Ui , N − Ui ∩ N ). When A = ∂ M for example (or a subset of it), N ∩ ∂ M �= ∅,
then we can stabilize with respect to a sequence of multiconfigurations {ηi } converging to a point
p ∈ N ∩ ∂ M . By a homotopy (again injective in the complement of U ) we can retract points of η j

to p and this shows (in this case) that

Par(M, N ) � Par∞(M, N ).

REMARK 3.14 One may observe that if p ∈ ∂ M �= ∅, then we can stabilize with respect to a tuple
 ηi converging to p (that is the sequence of points making up each ηi converges to p). In this case
one can show that

Parc(M) � Par∞(M, p).
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DEFINITION. A morphism ι : Par(N ) −→ Par(M) will mean an inclusion such that ι(ηN ) = ηM .
The following is a generalization of 3.5.

THEOREM 3.15 Consider a cofibration sequence N −→ M −→ (M, N ), N , M ∈ Cn, and assume
∂ N �= ∅. Then

Par(N )
i−→ Par(M)

π−−→ Par∞(M, N )

is a homology fibration.

Proof. The proof amounts to showing that the attaching map r̃1 : Par(N ) → Par(N ) (see 3.5) is
a homology equivalence. According to 3.5, r̃1 is obtained by moving particles of N away from
∂ N ⊂ U and then adding a given element  ν ∈ Par∞(r1(U − N )) ⊂ Par∞(N ). Now if  ηi is
a stabilizing sequence for Par(N ) with respect to some tubular neighbourhood of ∂ N , then up to
isotopy, we can think of  ν as a subconfiguration of  ηi . But Par(N ) is a direct limit over addition of
the  η j and so + ν necessarily induces a homology isomorphism. The claim follows.

4. Scanning smooth manifolds

The term ‘scanning’ is borrowed from Segal [27]. We assume as usual that M is a smooth and
connected n-dimensional manifold.

4.1. Scanning parallelizable manifolds

The scanning process is best pictured when M is parallelizable (that is, M has trivial tangent bundle).
Examples of such manifolds are Lie groups or any oriented three dimensional manifolds. Without
loss of generality, we restrict attention below to Par∞(M) = SP∞(M) (the more general situation
is treated in the exact same way).

DEFINITION 4.1 Let Mn be as above and let N be a closed subset of N . The pair (M, N ) is said
to be parallelizable if M − N is parallelizable. For instance, M is stably parallelizable if (M, ∗) is
parallelizable. Riemann surfaces are examples of stably parallelizable surfaces, as well as compact,
oriented, spin four manifolds.

Put a metric on M and consider the unit disc bundle τ M lying over M . Let us assume for now
that ∂ M = ∅. Via the exponential map we can identify a neighbourhood of every point x ∈ M with
the fibre at x . Denote such a neighbourhood by D(x) ⊂ M . When M is parallelizable, the fibres
over τ M are canonically identified with a disc Dn and hence one can identify canonically the pairs
(D̄(x), ∂ D̄(x)) for every x ∈ M with (Dn, ∂ Dn) = (Sn,∞) (where the north pole ∞ is chosen to
be the basepoint in Sn).

Given a configuration ζ ∈ SPd(M) and an x ∈ M , then ζ ∩ D(x) is a configuration on D(x) and
its image under the restriction map

SP∞(D(x)) −→ SP∞(D̄(x), ∂ D̄(x)) = SP∞(Sn,∞)

is denoted by ζx . Notice that the correspondence ζ %→ ζx is now continuous (while the
correspondence ζ %→ ζ ∩ Dn(x) was not to begin with). Starting with ζ ∈ SPd(M), we hence
get a map

Sd : SPd(M) −→ Mapd(M, SP∞(Sn, ∗)), ζ %→ fζ : fζ (x) = ζx .

The scanning map S is now given as !Sr .
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Scanning manifolds with boundary. We are in the case ∂ M �= ∅. We can still scan the interior
M − ∂ M and alter the topology as points tend to ∂ M .

Consider the open interior M int = M − ∂ M and let SPr
ε(M int) be the subspace of SPr (M)

consisting of configurations of points that are at least 2ε away from the boundary ∂(M). Choose
ζ ∈ SPr

ε(M int). Then by scanning the interior using discs of radius ε, it is clear that Sζ maps x to
basepoint for x sufficiently near the boundary. This gives rise to a map

SPr
ε(M int) −→ Mapr (M/∂ M, SP∞(Sn, ∗)).

As ε → 0, one obtains in the limit a map

Sr : SPr (M) −→ Mapr (M/∂ M, SP∞(Sn, ∗)) � Mapr (M/∂ M, K (Z, n)).

In exactly the same way, one obtains for each parallelizable pair (M, N ) a map

S : SP∞(M − N ) −→ Map(M, N ∪ ∂ M, SP∞(Sn, ∗)),
where the right-hand side consists of all based maps sending N into basepoint ∗ ∈ SP∞(Sn, ∗).

4.2. Scanning smooth manifolds

The general case of M not necessarily parallelizable and Par∞ any particle functor is treated
similarly. The starting point is again the unit disc bundle τ M . Compactifying each fibre yields
a bundle

Sn −→ τ̂ M −→ M

to which we associate the bundle of configurations

Par∞(Sn, ∗) −→ EPar∞ −→ M (4.2)

by applying Par∞ fibrewise. Note that τ̂ M has a ‘zero’ section ν sending each x ∈ M to the
compactifying point in the fibre. We label this point by ∗. Clearly, such a section extends to a zero
section of Par∞(Sn, ∗) −→ E −→ M also denoted by ν. We denote by Sec(M, A, Par∞(Sn, ∗))
the space of sections restricting to ν on A ⊂ M .

The exponential map again provides a cover of M by neighbourhoods ∪x∈M Dn(x) with respect
to which we can scan. Cutting a neighbourhood D̄n ⊂ M yields a cofibration M − D̄n ↪→ M →
(D̄n, ∂ D̄n) and hence we get ‘retriction’ maps

πx : Par∞(M) −→ Par∞(D̄n(x), ∂ D̄n(x)), ∀x ∈ M .

Starting with an element in Par∞M , one can restrict via πx to neighbourhoods as in 4.1. The
elements of Map(Dn(x), Par∞(Sn, ∗) are now local sections of (4.2) and one gets the following
correspondence.

LEMMA 4.3 Let M ∈ Cn and N ⊂ M a closed ANR. Then scanning yields a map

Par∞(M − N ) −→ Sec(M, N ∪ ∂ M, Par∞(Sn, ∗)).
REMARK 4.4 The scanning map constructed above is reminiscent of the little cube construction of
Boardman and Vogt and can be shown to be homotopic to the electric field map described in [28].
It also appears in some other forms in some h-principle constructions of Gromov.
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5. Proof of the main Theorems 1.1 and 1.3

Notation. Recall that Par∞(Sn, ∗) has a ‘preferred’ identity ∗. For each pair of spaces (M, N ), we
will write Map(M, N , Par∞(Sn, ∗)) for the space of continuous maps from M into Par∞(Sn, ∗)
which send N to ∗.

PROPOSITION 5.1 Let Dn be the closed unit disc. For 0 < k � n we have homotopy equivalences

Par∞(Dn, Sk−1 × Dn−k) � �n−kPar∞(Sn, ∗),
while for k = 0 we have a homology equivalence H∗(Par(Dn);Z) � H∗(�n(Par∞(Sn, ∗));Z).

Proof. The proof uses the cofibration sequence described in [3] and follows a quick downward
induction (the case k = n being obviously true) which relies heavily on the quasifibration property
of Par∞ (Proposition 3.5). We skip the details as they are analogous to those in [3] for the case
n � k > 1.

When k = 1, write Dn = I × Dn−1 and consider the cofibration sequence

Dn −→ (Dn, Dn−1) −→ (Dn, S0 × Dn−1).

Upon applying the Par functor we get a diagram of fibrations

F −−−−→ �nPar∞(Sn, ∗)
↓ ↓

Par∞(Dn, Dn−1) −−−−→ P Sπ


Par∞(Dn, S0 × Dn−1)

�−−−−→ �n−1(Par∞(Sn, ∗)),
where F is the homotopy fibre for the left-hand side fibration, and the bottom equivalence follows by
earlier induction. Now Par(Dn, Dn−1) ∼= Par∞(Dn, Dn−1) is contractible (there is a retraction of
Dn onto Dn−1 which is injective on the complement of a tubular neighbourhood of Dn−1 and hence
F � �nPar∞(Sn, ∗). The inclusion of the preimage Par(Dn) into F is a homology equivalence
(since the left-hand side is a homology fibration by 3.15), and the claim follows.

COROLLARY 5.2 Par∞(Sn, ∗) is n − 1 connected.

Proof. We have that πk(Par∞(Sn, ∗)) = π0(�
kPar∞(Sn, ∗)) and the latter is trivial whenever k < n

since �kPar∞(Sn, ∗) is identified with Par∞(Dn−k × Dk, Sn−k−1 × Dk) which is connected by
Lemma 2.14.

EXAMPLE. When Par∞ = C∞, it can be shown that C∞(Sn, ∗) � Sn (see Section 7) and hence
for 0 � k < n

C∞(Dn, Dk × Sn−k−1) � �k Sn .

THEOREM 5.3 Let M ∈ Cn and N a closed ANR in M. Suppose either N or ∂ M non-empty. Then
scanning induces a homology equivalence

S∗ : H∗(Par∞(M − N );Z)
∼=−−→ H∗(Sec(M, N ∪ ∂ M, Par∞(Sn, ∗));Z).
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Proof. Since Par is an isotopy functor, it follows that Par(M − N ) = Par(M − T (N )), where
T (N ) is a tabular neighbourhood of N and so without loss of generality we can assume that N is
of codimension 0. We consider the case N �= ∅ and ∂ M = ∅ (the other cases are treated similarly).
Since Par(M − N ) = Par(M − int(N )), we can assume that M − N is compact and has boundary
∂ N . So M − N has a handle decomposition

M0 = Dn ⊂ M1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Mn−1 = N − N ,

where the handles we attach have index at most n − 1 and all the Mi have boundary ∂ Mi �= 0.
The proof proceeds by induction on i . Since the number of handles we attach at each stage (finitely
many) is immaterial for the arguments below we might as well assume we are only attaching one
handle at a time. That is

Mi = Mi−1 ∪ Hi , and ∂ Mi−1 ∩ Hi = Si−1 × Dn−i .

Consider the following two cofibrations:

Mi−1 −→ Mi −→ (Di × Dn−i , Si−1 × Dn−i ), i < n, (5.4)

and the one induced from the handle attachment

(Hi , Hi ∩ ∂ Mi ) −→ (Mi , ∂ Mi ) −→ (Mi ; Hi ∪ ∂ Mi ) = (Mi−1, ∂ Mi−1).

Apply the functor Sec to the second sequence and get the fibration

Sec(Mi−1, ∂ Mi−1, Par∞(Sn, ∗)) → Sec(Mi , ∂ Mi , Par∞(Sn, ∗)
→ Sec(Hi , Hi ∩ ∂ Mi , Par∞(Sn, ∗)). (5.5)

Since EPar∞(Hi ) over Hi is trivial, we can replace Sec(Hi , Hi ∩ ∂ Mi , Par∞(Sn, ∗)) by an iterated
loop space as follows:

Map(Hi , Hi ∩ ∂ Mi ;Par∞(Sn, ∗)) = Map(Di × Dn−i , ∂ Dn−i ;Par∞(Sn, ∗))
= Map∗(Sn−i × Di ;Par∞(Sn, ∗))
= �n−i Par∞(Sn, ∗).

On the other hand one can apply the functor Par to (5.4) and obtain a quasifibration which maps via
scanning into (5.5) as follows:

Par(Mi−1)
S−−−−→ Sec(Mi−1, ∂ Mi−1;Par∞(Sn, ∗))

↓ ↓
Par(Mi )

S−−−−→ Sec(Mi , ∂ Mi ;Par∞(Sn, ∗))
↓ ↓

Par∞(Di × Dn−i , Si−1 × Dn−i )
�−−−−→ �n−i Par∞(Sn, ∗).

(5.6)
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The bottom map is a homotopy equivalence whenever 1 � i � n by 5.1. When i = 1, Mi−1 = Dn

and the top map is a homology equivalence (here Sec(M0, ∂ M0;Par∞(Sn, ∗)) is again identified
with �nPar∞(Sn, ∗)). By a standard spectral sequence argument, it follows that the middle map
Par(M1) −→ Sec(M1, ∂ M1;Par∞(Sn, ∗)) is a homology equivalence and one finishes the argument
by induction.

REMARK 5.7 The theorem above is not true if both N and ∂ M are empty. In that case (M
is closed) Par(M) is not even defined and it does not even hold true that the components of
Map(M, Par∞(Sn, ∗)) are homotopy equivalent.

THEOREM 5.8 Let N , M be as in 5.2 and suppose that π1 (Par(Rn)) is abelian; then scanning is a
homotopy equivalence

Par(M − N )
�−−→ Sec(M, N ∪ ∂ M, Par∞(Sn, ∗)).

Proof. Consider (5.6) again and the case i = 1. When π1(Par(Rn)) is abelian, the left-hand side
in (5.6) becomes a quasifibration (this is explained in 5.9 below) and hence the top map is a weak
homotopy equivalence. Since the spaces involved have the homotopy type of CW complexes we get
a homotopy equivalence and hence an equivalence in the middle. The rest of the proof is obtained
by induction knowing that the bottom map is always a homotopy equivalence when 1 � i � n − 1.

5.1. Good functors

The functor Par is good if it turns cofibrations N → M → M/N , N , M ∈ Cn into quasifibrations.
A straightforward examination of the proof of 5.3 shows that scanning induces a weak homotopy
equivalence

Par(M − N )
�−−→ Sec(M, N ∪ ∂ M, Par∞(Sn, ∗))

whenever Par is good and N and M are as in 5.3 (note that the space of sections has the homotopy
type of a CW complex; cf. [2, Lemma 3.5]. the condition needed in Theorem 5.8 is of course
slightly weaker.

LEMMA 5.9 The functor Par is good if it abelianizes fundamental groups; that is if π1(Par(M)) is
abelian for any M ∈ Cn.

Proof. We need show that Par applied to cofibrations yields quasifibrations. This boils down to
showing that the attaching maps given by addition of particles (see 3.6) are homotopy equivalences.

These attaching maps which take the form Par(M)
+ζ−−−→ Par(M) are homology equivalences for

any twisted coefficients (by construction of Par(M) as a direct limit over these additions). When
π1(M) is abelian, the map +ζ induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups as well. This implies
that the attaching maps must be a homotopy equivalences and the lemma follows.

EXAMPLE 5.10 It is well known that π1(SP∞(X)) = H1(X) and hence is abelian which shows that
SP is ‘good’. The functor C is on the other hand not ‘good’ and the homology equivalence of 5.3 in
this case cannot be upgraded in general to a homotopy equivalence.

5.2. Identifying components

The equivalence in 5.3 gives a homology equivalence at the level of components. We identify these
components for both Par(M − N ) and the space of sections. For the sake of simplicity we confine
ourselves to the case M − N parallelizable.
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LEMMA 5.11 Let X be a connected topological space, M, N as above, N �= ∅. Then all
components of Map(M, N , Par∞(Sn, ∗)) are homotopy equivalent.

Proof. Let ∗ ∈ N ⊂ M and identify ∗ with N in M/N . Pick a map f ∈ Map and observe that
for a small disc D ∈ M − N , f (∂ D) is null homotopic in Par∞(Sn, ∗) (since the latter is n − 1
connected). So f|∂ D extends out to a map of a sphere Sn and if we denote by # the connected sum,
we have a map

Map∗(M/N , Par∞(Sn, ∗)) −→ Map∗((M/N ))#Sn, Par∞(Sn, ∗))
which takes one component to the next (here of course (M/N )#Sn � M/N ). This map is a
homotopy equivalence for it can be reverted by attaching another sphere with reverse orientation.

PROPOSITION 5.12 Let M − N be the closure of M − N and let p ∈ ∂(M − N ) �= ∅. Then

S : Par∞(M − N , p)
S−−→ Map0(M, N , Par∞(Sn, ∗))

is a homology equivalence. Here Map0 stands for the component of null-homotopic maps.

Proof. The stabilization maps + ζi constructed in Section 3.3 commute with scanning as follows:

Par∞(M − Ui )
Si−−−−→ Map(M/Ui , Par∞(Sn, ∗))+ ζi


Par∞(M − Ui+1)

Si+1−−−−→ Map(M/Ui+1, Par∞(Sn, ∗)).

(5.13)

Observe that Par∞(M − Ui ) ∼= Par∞(M − N ) for all i and up to homotopy we have the diagram

Par∞(M − N )
S−−−−→ Map0(M, N , Par∞(Sn, ∗))+ ζi


Par∞(M − N )

S−−−−→ Map0(M, N , Par∞(Sn, ∗)),
which yields in the limit the map S and the homology equivalence in 5.12.

REMARK 5.14 Since Par∞(Sn, ∗) is n − 1 connected (Proposition 3.9) it follows that

π0Map(M, N , Par∞(Sn, ∗)) = [M/N , Par∞(Sn, ∗)]∗
and hence that the connected components of the corresponding mapping space (and consequently
of Par(M − N )) are indexed by maps of Hn(M, N ;Z) into Hn(Par∞(Sn, ∗)).
6. Duality on manifolds

As mentioned in Introduction, Theorem 5.3 admits a strengthening when Par∞ = SP∞. This last
functor is a homotopy functor on the one hand, and on the other it takes values in abelian monoids.
We start with some standard results.

First we point out that since K (Z, n) has the homotopy type of an abelian group, so also does the
space of maps Map(X, K (Z, n)) and it is easy to see [26] the following.
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THEOREM 6.1 (Thom). Let X be connected, π an abelian group and n > 0. Then

Map(X, K (π, n)) �
∏

0�i�n

K (Hn−i (X, π), i)

and each component is given by the sub-product 1 � i � n in the expression above.

Let X = K (Z, n) and consider the subspace Aut(K (Z, n)) ⊂ Map(K (Z, n), K (Z, n)) of self-
homotopy equivalences of K (Z, n). This is an abelian subgroup and hence is also a product of EM
spaces.

PROPOSITION 6.2 We have the following commutative diagram of inclusions and equivalences:

K (Z, n) × Aut(Z) ↪→ K (Z, n) × Hom(Z, Z)�
�

Aut(K (Z, n)) ↪→ Map(K (Z, n), K (Z, n))

Proof. To simplify notation we write Kn := K (Z, n). From 6.1 and since Hn−i (Kn;Z) = Z when
i = 0 and zero otherwise, we get

Map(Kn, Kn) � K (H0(Kn;Z), n) × K (Hn(Kn;Z), 0) � Kn × Hom(Z, Z)

(here of course Hn(Kn;Z) = Hom(Hn(Kn;Z), (Z) = Hom(Z, Z) ∼= Z). The equivalence above
can be explicitly constructed as follows. We pointed out earlier that K (Z, n) � SP∞(Sn, ∗) (this
equivalence can be seen in many ways; cf. [10] or [25]) and the abelian monoid structure on Kn =
K (Z, n) is induced from the symmetric product pairing (which we write additively). Given a map
f : Z −→ Z determined by an integer k, we can consider the k-fold map Sn −→ Sn and extend
it out (additively) to a map (k) : SP∞(Sn, ∗) → SP∞(Sn, ∗) and hence to an element (k) ∈
Map(Kn, Kn). On the other hand, Kn maps to the translation elements in Map(Kn, Kn) and the
product map (x, k) %→ Tx + (k) induces the equivalence Kn × Hom(Z, Z) → Map(Kn, Kn). The
homotopy inverse sends f ∈ Map(Kn, Kn) to ( f (x0), deg f ), where x0 ∈ Kn is the basepoint and
deg f is the degree of the induced map at the level of πn .

Note at this point that since Hn(Sn) ∼= πn(SP∞(Sn, ∗)), the map (k) induces multiplication by
k at the level of πn and so (k) is a homotopy equivalence if and only if k = ±1, in which case
multiplication by k is in Aut(Z). Notice also that an element in Kn acting by translation can be
homotoped to the identity and hence the map T : Kn → Map(Kn, Kn) factors through Aut(Kn).
These two facts put together show that the diagram in 6.2 commutes. It remains to show that the
left vertical map is an equivalence but it is not hard to see that the right-hand equivalence we just
described restricts to Aut(Kn) and the proposition follows.

REMARK 6.3 We can replace Z by any abelian group G in 6.2 above and prove similarly that
Aut(K (G, n)) � K (G, n) × Aut(G). At the level of simplicial groups, Aut(K (G, n)) is given as a
semi-direct product of Aut(G) and K (G, n) (May [20]). When G = Z, Aut(Z) ∼= Z2 and Aut(Kn)

consists of two copies of Kn (consisting respectively of ‘orientation’ preserving and orientation
reversing homotopy equivalences).

THEOREM 6.4 Let M ∈ Cn. Then the bundle K (Z, n) → ESP∞ → M is trivial if and only if M is
oriented.
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Proof. The bundle ESP∞ is classified by a map M −→ BAut(K (Z, n)) and at the level of spaces
we get a (trivial) fibration

K (Z, n + 1) −→ B(Aut(K (Z, n))) −→ B(Aut(Z)).

The classifying map f : M −→ BAutK (Z, n)) lifts to K (Z, n + 1) if and only if the composite
M → B(Aut(Z)) is null homotopic or equivalently if the induced map π : π1(M) −→ Aut(Z) is
trivial. The action of π1(M) on Z described by the map φ corresponds to the action of π1(M) on
Z = πn(K (Z, n)) in the bundle in 6.4 (this follows directly from the many facts stated in the proof
of 6.2). But M being oriented, the tangent bundle τ M (and hence its compactified counterpart τ̂ M)
is trivial over the 1-skeleton. Consequently, ESP∞ restricted to the one skeleton of M is also trivial
and so is the action of π1(M) on the fibre. Namely, π1(M) acts trivially on πn(K (Z, n)) = Z and,
as indicated above, the map f must lift to a map f̃ : M −→ K (Z, n+1). Since M is n-dimensional,
f̃ is null-homotopic and ESP∞ is trivial.

To prove the other easier direction, suppose ESP∞ is trivial, that is, ESP∞ � K (Z, n) × M .
The inclusion τ̂ M ⊂ ESP∞ composed with projection yields a map of τ̂ M → K (Z, n) and
hence a Thom class in Hn(τ̂ M;Z). This is equivalent to giving an orientation class for M and
the proposition follows.

THEOREM 6.5 Let N ↪→ M be a closed ANR of a closed, oriented manifold M ∈ Cn, n � 2. Then

SP∞(M − N , ∗) �−−→ Map0(M, N , SP∞(Sn, ∗)).

Proof. Here of course and, since ESP∞(M−N ) is trivial, the space of sections and the space of maps
into the fibre coincide. The homotopy equivalence is a consequence of 1.3 (or 5.10.).

Now SP∞(−) is a homotopy functor and more precisely (cf. [10])

SP∞(X, ∗) =
∏

i

K (H̃i , (X;Z), i). (6.6)

Combining 6.1 with (6.6) we get the equivalence∏
i

K (H̃i , (M − N ;Z), i) �
∏

1�i�n

K (Hn−i (M/N , Z), i)

from which we easily deduce our main application.

COROLLARY 6.7 (Alexander–Poincaré duality). Let N ↪→ M be a closed ANR in an orientable
manifold M of dimension n. Then H̃i (M − N ;Z) ∼= Hn−i (M, N ;Z).

Similarly, considering the equivalence, SP∞(M, ∗) � Mapc(M, ∂ M, K (Z, n)) for M compact
with boundary yields the following.

COROLLARY 6.8 (Lefshetz–Poincaré duality). Let M be compact with boundary, of dimension n,
and suppose intM is orientable. Then Hq(M) ∼= Hn−q(M, ∂ M).
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7. Applications

7.1. On theorems of McDuff and Segal

As pointed out in the Introduction, the configuration space functor C∞ has been studied in [28]
and [21], where special versions of Theorem 1.1 were proved. In this subsection, we extend their
results in several directions.

Consider the subspace of C (k)(M) ⊂ C(M)k consisting of tuples of configurations which are
pairwise disjoint. More explicitly

C (k)(M) = {(ζ1, . . . , ζk) ∈ C(M)k |ζi ∩ ζ j = ∅, i �= j}.

It is direct to see that C (k)(M) is a particle space.

LEMMA 7.1 Let
∨k Sn denote the kth wedge, n � 1. Then C (k)(Sn, ∗) � ∨k Sn.

Proof. As in [27], we let C (k)
ε (Sn, ∗) be the open set of C (k)(Sn, ∗) consisting of multiconfigurations

(ζ1, . . . , ζk) such that at least k − 1 such particles are disjoint from the closed disc Uε of radius
ε > 0 about the south pole ∗. Notice that there is a radial homotopy, injective on the interior of
Uε) that expands the north cap Uε over the sphere and takes ∂Uε to ∗. Such an expansion retracts
C (k)

ε (Sn, ∗) to the wedge product C(Sn, ∗) ∨ · · · ∨ C(Sn, ∗). Now since C (k)(Sn, ∗) is the union of
the C (k)

ε (Sn, ∗) for ε > 0, we get that C (k)(Sn, ∗) � ∨k C(Sn, ∗).
It remains to show that C(Sn, ∗) � Sn . Here too we consider the subspace

Cε(Sn, ∗) = {D ∈ C(Sn, ∗)|D ∩ Uε = {at most one point}},

where Uε is an epsilon neighbourhood of the north pole (again the south pole corresponds to ∗).
Then radial expansion of Uε (N is fixed) maps (Uε, ∂Uε) to (Sn, ∗) (and is injective on Uε hence
extending to C). The one point configurations in Uε now produce a homeomorphism Cε(Sn, ∗) �
Sn and since again C(Sn, ∗) = UεCε(Sn, ∗) the lemma follows.

Combining Lemma 7.1 with Theorem 5.3 yields the following.

PROPOSITION 7.2 Let M ∈ Cn be a closed manifold and N ⊂ M such that (M, N ) is
parallelizable. Then

S∗ : H∗(C(k)(M − N )) ∼= H∗

(
Map

(
M, N ,

k∨
Sn

))
.

When M − N = R
n , we can identify C (k)(Rn) with C (k)(Dn), where Dn is the closed unit disc

and so we get the following (see [28] for the case k = 1).

COROLLARY 7.3 Scanning induces a homology isomorphism

S : C (k)(Rn) −→ �n

(
k∨

Sn

)
.
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EXAMPLE 7.4 It can be checked (exactly as in 7.1) that DDivk(Sn, ∗) � ∨k K (Z, n) and that the
following commutes (up to homotopy)

C (k)(M − N )
S−−−−→ Map(M, N ,

∨k Sn)⊂


DDivk(M − N )
�−−−−→ Map(M, N ,

∨k K (Z, n))

where M and N are as in the statement of Theorem 1.1 and the vertical map in the diagram is
induced from the inclusion Sn ↪→ K (Z, n). The homotopy equivalence at the bottom follows from
the fact that π1(DDivk(Rn)) is abelian.

7.2. Symmetric products with bounded multiplicities

In this subsection we prove Proposition 1.5 in the Introduction. Recall that

SP∞
d (M) =

{∑
ni xi ∈ SP∞(M)|ni � d

}
.

We first need the following analogue of 7.1.

LEMMA 7.6 There is a homotopy equivalence SP∞
d (Sk, ∗) � SPd(Sk).

Proof. Let ∗ ∈ Sk and Uε be as in 7.1, and let Wε be the subspace consisting of 〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉 ∈
SP∞

d (Sk, ∗) such that at most d points in the tuple lie inside Uε . By definition of SP∞
d (Sk, ∗) each

of its elements must fall into a Wε for some ε and hence SP∞
d (Sk, ∗) � ⋃

ε Wε . Now using the
radial retraction of 7.1, it is clear that each Wε � SPd(Sk) and the lemma follows.

THEOREM 7.7 Let M and N be as in 1.1. Then

S : SPd(M − N ) −→ Map(M, N ∪ ∂ M, SPd(Sn))

is a homotopy equivalence whenever d > 1 and a homology equivalence when d = 1.

Proof. Let X = M − N . The claim amounts to showing that π1(SPn
d(X)) is abelian when

n > 1 and d > 1. We know already (5.10) that π1(SPn(X)) is abelian for n > 1. Since
H1(SPn(X);Z) ∼= H1(SPn+1(X)Z), it follows that the inclusion SP2(X) ↪→ SPn(X) for n � 2
induces an isomorphism in the fundamental group. Consider at this point the commutative diagram

SP2
d(X) ↪→ SP2(X)⊂

⊂

SPn
d(X) ↪→ SPn(X).

Any element α ∈ π1(SPn
d(X)) factors through the subset SP2

d(X) in SP2(X). But for d > 1, these
last two spaces coincide and since π1(SP2(X)) is abelian, the claim follows.

Variants of this result are given in [16]. Note that we recover 1.5 in the Introduction by restricting
to the case M = Dn the closed unit disc and N = ∅. In the case n = 2, it is well known that SPd(S2)

is diffeormorphic to the dth complex projective space Pd and we obtain the following corollary.

COROLLARY 7.8 Let M be a compact Riemann surface of genus g with basepoint ∗. Then there is
a homotopy equivalence

SPd(Mg − ∗) � Map∗(Mg, Pn).
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7.3. Rational curves on toric varieties and a theorem of Guest

A toric variety V is a projective variety that can be defined by equations of the form ‘monomial in
z0, . . . , zn = monomial in z0, . . . , zn’. As an example, consider the quartic

M2 = {[z0 : z1 : z2 : z3] ∈ P3|z2
2 = z1z3}.

A rational curve on V is a holomorphic image of P1 = S2 in V and we denote by Hol(P1, V ) the
space of all holomorphic maps from P1 into V . Choosing x0 ∈ P1 and ∗ ∈ V , we let Hol∗(P1, V )

be the subspace of f : P1 → V such that f (x0) = ∗. It has to be pointed out that the topology of
Hol∗(P1, V ) could vary with the choice of the basepoint ∗ (unless for example V is homogeneous).

It turns out that for a generic choice of a basepoint ∗ ∈ V , a map f ∈ Hol∗(P1, V ) admits a
representation by polynomials. More precisely, given f : P1 −→ V holomorphic, the composite

P1 f−−→ V ↪→ Pn (for some n)

is also holomorphic and so f can be represented by the map [p0(z) : · · · : pn(z)], where the pi (z)
satisfy the same set of equations as V and of course have no roots in common. Notice also that
when f is basepoint preserving, the pi can be chosen to be monic. This means that the root data of
the pi determine the map f . For a general toric variety V , which we assume to be non-singular, a
rational map f : P1 −→ V will have a multidegree D associated to it, where

D = (d1, . . . , dp) ∈ π2(V ) ∼=
p⊕

i=1

Z

and this multidegree parametrizes components of Hol∗(P1, V ). We say that D → ∞ if all the
components di tend to infinity.

LEMMA 7.12 There is a homeomorphism Hol∗D(S2, V ) ∼= ParD(S2 − ∞) for some particle space
Par∞(S2 − ∗), sending f ∈ Hol(S2, V ) to the roots of the pi (z), 0 � i � n in its polynomial
representation.

Proof. The proof is direct since if two polynomial representations given by pi and p′
i , 1 � i � n,

have root data lying in disjoint sets, then their products pi p′
i will give rise to another representation

describing a new holomorphic map S2 → V .

We can up to homeomorphism construct stabilization maps

Hol∗D(S2, V ) −→ Hol∗D+D′(S2, V ) (7.1)

as in Section 3.3. This induces stabilization maps at the level of Par∞D (S2 −∞) and the direct limit
is a component of Par(S2 −∞) (see Section 3).

THEOREM 7.13 (Guest). Let X be a projective toric variety (non-singular). The inclusions iD :
HolD(S2, V ) −→ �2

DV induce a homotopy equivalence when D goes to ∞; that is,

lim
D→∞ HolD(S2, V )

lim−→ iD−−−→ �2
0V

where �2
0V is any component.
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Proof. Arguments of Segal and Guest show that in this general case scanning and the inclusion i
fits in a homotopy commutative diagram

Hol∗D(S2, V )
iD−−−−→ Map∗

D(S2, V ) �

Parc(S2 −∞)
S−−−−→ Map∗

c(S2, Par∞(S2, ∗))
where from above the map Hol∗D(S2, V ) → Parc(S2 − ∞) can be identified with the map of
Hol∗D into the direct limit of the system in (7.1) (note that Map∗

c denotes any component of
Map∗(S2, Par∞(S2, ∗)) and they are all homotopy equivalent by 5.11). The scanning map S at the
bottom will be a homotopy equivalence according to 1.3 if we can show that π1(Parc(S2 − ∞))

is abelian. It is shown in [5, Corollary 5.6] that π1(Hol∗D(S2, V )) is abelian for D consisting
of multidegrees (d1, . . . , dp) with di � 2. Moreover for D and D′ with this property,
π1(Hol∗D(S2, V )) ∼= π1(Hol∗D′(S2, V )) hence implying that in the direct limit π1(Hol∗(S2, V ))

is well defined and abelian. The claim now follows.

8. Spanier–Whitehead duality

The ideas of the previous sections can be adapted to prove the Spanier–Whitehead duality for general
homology theories h∗ and for any finite type CW complex X . The material below is known in some
form or another and we include it in this section for completeness.

As a start we denote by CW the category of connected finite CW complexes. For a given X ∈
CW , we let D(X, k) be its Spanier–Whitehead dual (or S-dual). An S-dual always comes equiped
with a map X ∧ D(X, k) −→ Sk (see [6]).

Given a connective � spectrum E = {Ei , i = 1, . . . }, we have that

E0 = lim
m

�m Em ≡ �∞E

and more generally En = �∞(Sn ∧ E). We can then associate to E the functor FE defined as
follows:

FE : X %→ F(X) = �∞(E ∧ X).

Notice that FE(Sn) = En and also that

πi (FE(X)) = [Si , �∞(X ∧ E)] = lim
n
[Si , �n(En ∧ X)]

= lim
n

πi+n(En ∧ X)=hi (X),

where h∗ is the generalized homology theory associated to E.

THEOREM 8.1 Let F = FE for some (omega) spectrum E. Then for any finite complex X, there is
a homotopy equivalence

S : F(X)
�−−→ Map∗(D(X, k), F(Sk)).

Proof. Let X be a finite CW complex. Then X ⊂ Sk for some k and D(�X, k) = Sk −�X . Since
X and D(�X, k) are disjoint, we can consider the map

Ŝ : X × D(�X, k) −→ Sk−1 ; (x, y) %→ x − y

|x − y| ∈ Sk .
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We can assume X to be embedded in the positive quadrant in R
n ⊂ Sk with the point at infinity

∞ ∈ Sk adjoined. This means that Ŝ(∞, y) = 1,∀y ∈ D(�X, k). On the other hand and since
X is compact, it lies in a ball B ∈ Sk . Choose a point p ∈ D(�X, k) which is not in B. The map
Ŝ|X×p extends to B × p and since B is contractible we get an extension

Ŝ : X × D(�X, k) ∪ c(X × p) −→ Sk−1,

where c denotes the cone construction. It then follows that, up to homotopy, the map Ŝ gives rise to
the map

X ∧ D(�X, k) −→ Sk−1.

Suspending both sides yields a map X ∧ D(X, k) −→ Sk and hence by adjointing a map

Ŝ : X −→ Map∗(D(X, k), Sk), (8.2)

where the mapping space on the right is pointed. Of course we can compose with the map i :
Map∗(D(X, k), Sk) → Map∗(D(X, k), F(Sk)) induced from the ‘identity’ Sk → F(Sk). Since F
is an infinite loop functor, (8.2) composed with i extends to the desired map

S : F(X) −→ Map∗(D(X, k), F(Sk)).

We show that S s a homotopy equivalence by inducting on cells of X . Let X (i) denote the i th
skeleton of X and consider the standard cofibration X (i−1) ↪→ X (i) ∨

Si . Applying Map∗(−, Sk)

yields a fibration sequence and a homotopy commutative diagram.∏
F(Si−1)

�−−−−→ ∏
�k−i+1 F(Sk)

↓ ↓
F(X (i−1))

S−−−−→ Map∗(D(X (i−1), k), F(Sk))

↓ ↓
F(X (i))

S−−−−→ Map∗(D(X (i), k), F(Sk)).

The left-hand vertical sequence is a quasifibration since F is a homology theory. The top horizontal
map is an equivalence since �F(Sl) � F(Sl−1) while the bottom map is an equivalence by
induction. This then implies that the middle map S is also an equivalence and the proof follows.

COROLLARY 8.3 (Spanier–Whitehead duality). Let E be a connective spectrum and let h be the
homology theory defined by E; that is, h∗(X) = [S0, E ∧ X ]. Suppose that A, B ∈ Sk, A and B
are n dual. Then there is an isomorphism

hi (B) ∼= hn−1−i (A).

Proof. Let E be a connective spectrum with a unit. We can choose E to be an � spectrum. Indeed
if it were not such, then the spectrum representing the generalized homology theory defined by E
still is. And so as far as homology is involved, we could have chosen E to be and � spectrum to
start with.
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Theorem 8.1 now shows that FE(X) � Map(D(X, k), FE(Sk)) and it follows that

hi (X) = πi (FE(X)) = πi (Map(D(X, k), FE(Sk)))

= [Si ∧ D(X, k), FE(Sk)] = [D(X, k), �i Ek]
= [D(X, k), Ek−i ] = hk−i (D(X, k)).

Here we used the facts that hi (X) = πi (FE(X) and FE(Sn) � En . This concludes the proof.
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